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 This book (mobi) has been published by eOne Media India Private Limited "Mizo Kristian Hla Bu Golkes Rar Download Book (mobi)" is about (9789477368112). "Mizo Kristian Hla Bu Golkes Rar Download Book (mobi)" is written by Khai Marat.Q: Documenting parameters (Python 3) In Python 2.7, if you have something like def func(a=None, b=1): ... then for your documentation, you can say
*a* :param a: (default: None) ...but for Python 3.2.1, this syntax doesn't work. The documentation now says, "The name of a parameter, by default, is the parameter name. For built-in functions and methods this is available as *argname."* So it isn't clear how to document parameters. What's the right way to do this? A: You can also add in docstrings to the parameters of a function (as documented

here): def foo(a=None, b=1): """ Function doc. #... You can also use docstrings to document a function as a whole (rather than a particular method): """Function doc. The first line shows the description of the function. The first paragraph is the detailed explanation of the function. """ def foo(): It is also possible to write one docstring for multiple methods of the same function. If you have foo.bar and
foo.baz methods, then you can use both these types of docstrings. Or even have a nice param docstring: def func(**kwargs): ''' All of the keyword args are collected and returned as a dict. return kwargs Then you can document that as: *kwargs* This is a list of all the kwargs that are passed in. Look at PEP-257. 5 Suggested Answers Hi, A 6ya expert can help you resolve that issue over the phone in
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